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2017 State Envirothon 

Forestry Test 
(75 Points Total) 

  
 

MATCHING: Match the term to the description that best fits (3 Points Each)  

 

         A. Flooding             B. Green Infrastructure           C. Wastewater Treatment 

         D. GPS               E. GIS              F. Japanese Beetle  

         G. Asian Longhorn Beetle          H. Asian Lady Beetle           I. Windbreaks   

         J. Clearcuts              K. Insect Outbreak    

 

1. _____ Dust and other airborne pollutants can be trapped, filtered and minimized with this type of 

conservation planting. 

 

2. _____ Planting fast growing trees to catch runoff from livestock production or from municipal and 

industrial water sources to filter nutrients can improve _____. 

 

3. _____ This technology is used to map forest stands, determine acres and complete forest 

inventories. 

 

4. _____ This insect, while aesthetically unpleasant in the eating of leaves, is not a major threat to 

forest health and prefers Linden, Elm and Maple. 

 

5. _____ This insect has the potential for huge negative affects to our native forests as this species 

kills trees by the larvae tunneling through the tree. This insect prefers Maple, Birch, elm and 

many other species of trees. 

 

6. _____ This forest disturbance is manmade and could occur in any forest. 

 

7. _____ This forest disturbance is natural and likely occurs in the same forests again and again. 

 

MULTIPLE CHOICE: Select the best possible answer from those provided (3 Points Each) 

8. When taking a basal area plot with a wedge prism, trees are called in, out, or borderline. What is 

the protocol for handling borderline trees? 

a. Count them all as in trees 
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b. Count them all as out trees 

c. Count every other one as an in tree 

d. Count every third one as an in tree 

9. How do Riparian Forest Buffers enhance aquatic life in streams and rivers? 

a. Trees shade the water which keeps it cooler 

b. Seeds and berries from the trees that fall in the water can serve as a food source 

c. Large logs or trees that topple into the water provide habitat for fish and other aquatic life 

d. They help purify runoff before it enters the stream or river 

e. All of the above 

f. C and D only 

 

10. Drainage tiles that flow into streams and rivers in Iowa: 

a. Are often used to help “water’ the trees in Riparian Forest plantings during drought 

situations 

b. Can undermine the effectiveness of riparian forest buffers for improving water quality 

c. Are treated as a “point source” for watershed management purposes 

d. May not intersect a Riparian Forest Buffer under Clean Water Act rules 

 

11. How do tree plantings on upland areas help contribute to soil and water conservation? 

a. Trees help the soil develop a thicker A Horizon than any other plant community, which 

improves water infiltration and groundwater storage 

b. Historically, trees were very abundant in the prairie pothole region which helped filter the 

water before it reached the wetlands 

c. Trees protect the soil surface by intercepting rain drops, promote infiltration and 

evapotranspiration, and can preclude farm operations such as tillage, fertilizer, and 

pesticide applications on Highly Erodible Lands (HEL) 

d. Raindrops that fall on the forest canopy are absorbed by the leaves and returned to the 

atmosphere instead of hitting the soil and generating runoff 

e. All of the above 

 

12. Forest cover along rivers and other waterways are efficient at which of the following? 

a. Absorbing nitrate from runoff 

b. Catching sediment containing phosphorus 

c. Serving as a buffer, filter, and storage for flood waters 

d. Causing riverbank erosion 

e. All of the above 

f. A – C only 

 

13. One way to permanently conserve soils that are prone to erosion problems is: 

a. Plant native plants and only till soil and plant crop every 4th year 

b. Plant a cover crop every other year 
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c. Plant trees that will be managed as a forest with consistent tree growth 

d. The only permanent solution is concrete 

 

 

 

14. To minimize soil compaction and erosion issues during forest management practices, which of the 

following would be practical and have positive impacts on reducing compaction and erosion? 

a. Timing work to coincide with dry or frozen soil conditions 

b. Stopping work when ground becomes too saturated 

c. Never completing any work using large machinery 

d. All of the above 

e. A and B only 

 

15. Which statement is not true when planting a tree seedling? 

a. Seedling should be planted upright 

b. The root collar should be at or just under ground level 

c. Some roots can be exposed above ground level 

d. Roots should be straight up and down in ground 

e. Soil should be firmly packed around the roots with no air pockets 

 

16. Which of these tools is used to measure tree height at a given distance? 

a. Hypsometer 

b. Wedge prism 

c. Diameter tape 

d. No tool need, just eyeball it 

 

17. Which of these oak species is not native to Iowa? 

a. Bur oak 

b. Shingle oak 

c. Chinkapin oak 

d. Chestnut oak 

e. Red oak 

 

 

FIELD QUESTIONS: Use the provided materials to answer the following questions (3 Points Each) 

 

18. Find the two orange wire flags sticking in the ground. Using this as plot center, what is the basal 

area? 

_____________________________________________________ 
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19. Using the same plot center, find the tree within the sample plot that is due North. What is the 

species of this tree? 

_____________________________________________________ 

20. How many merchantable logs are in the tree due North from plot center? 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

21. What is the diameter at breast height (dbh) of the same tree? 

_____________________________________________________ 

22. Name two invasive plant species within 10 feet of plot center. 

_____________________________________________________ 

23. Find the tree with orange flagging. What species is it? 

_____________________________________________________ 

24. The average diameter of this plot is 13 inches. With this average diameter and the basal area of this 

plot, use the stocking guide below to determine if this stand is under stocked, fully stocked, or 

over stocked. 

_____________________________________________________ 
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25. Inspect the two tree branch specimens that have pink flagging. Determine what exotic invasive 

insect infested this tree. 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

F 
E 

C 
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2017 State Envirothon 

Forestry Test Answer Key 
(75 Points Total) 

  
 

MATCHING: Match the term to the description that best fits (3 Points Each)  

1. I 

2. C 

3. D 

4. F 

5. G 

6. J 

7. A 

 

MULTIPLE CHOICE: Select the best possible answer from those provided (3 Points Each) 

8. C 

9. E 

10. B 

11. C 

12. F 

13. C 

14. E 

15. C 

16. A 

17. D 

 

FIELD QUESTIONS: Use the provided materials to answer the following questions (3 Points Each) 

18. 110 Square Feet 

19. Bur Oak 

20. 1.5 

21. 17.5 Inches (17 or 18 are acceptable) 

22. Multifora Rose, Autumn Olive, Honey Suckle (Must have 2 out of 3) 

23. Black Cherry 

24. Fully Stocked 

25. Emerald Ash Borer 

 

 

C 


